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The main rule in real estate is obvious location, location, location. We've all heard of it. If you become a landlord in the future, you will want to follow the key rule of owning an investment property: tenant, tenant, tenant. Clarke always talks about what Landlord.com a great resource for landlords and he's right. I want to
share some other things I've learned along the way. 5 tips that will help landlords find great tenants whether you follow this rule that will really make or break your landlord experience. I had feedback during this series of landlords from several readers who had a really unhappy experience with insane tenants. Some don't
pay their rent, others break the residence. There are times when you will do the right things and still end up with a bad tenant. That's life. But here are the important things to remember about the best possible outcome in finding a good tenant for your investment property: Follow fair housing rules. Read on to make sure
you don't make decisions about tenants based on race, gender, gender, religion, disability or marital status. Meet them in person. This has to happen without me saying it. You will want to meet them physically and walk them through the property. Seeing your prospective tenant in person can give you some important
indicators of whether or not your home will be inhabited. You will feel their purity when you see what they are driving and the feeling you get for them is invaluable. It takes very little time to penetrate, so as not to miss this. Check their recommendations. This includes a call to the last two landlords, their employer and their
personal recommendations. Don't relax. You will want to have actual conversations with all these people. This helps you create a better picture of what your client is. Ask their former landlords how clean this applicant is and whether they have paid rent on time. Did they have strong parties? - Did they split up by mutual
consent? These are the things you want to know. Perform background check. My favorite service is Transunion's Intelligent Move. This is the easiest service for both the landlord (you) and the tenant. With this service you will not have this annoying problem with the documentation and will not deal with your future
customer's Social Security number. You create an account and send them the link. They pay a fee and fill in the exact information. Then Transunion tells you if they are likely to be a good tenant. It's just like that. Cozy.co offers a similar service. Take a big deposit. You will want to take a significant deposit, which will
actually cover the damage in case your tenant turns out to be a dinga apple. One of the key tips is never to make the deposit in the same way as their monthly rental obligations. For example, if the rent is $1000, $1,200 as a deposit. If you ask for the same deposit as your tenant, we will probably assume that it covers the
rent for the last month. You don't want that. If you take everything from this advice, you are much more likely to get a good tenant, which makes your job as a landlord much easier. Don't half way through it. The price you will pay during the lease term due to poor tenant choice is simply too high. Here's an episode of the
podcast that breaks the foundations of real estate investment. Whether you are a landlord or a tenant, knowing and complying with dozens of laws and using the right forms is crucial. Nolo experts provide legal answers (including the latest state laws) and forms landlords and tenants must protect their rights and avoid
costly legal fees and lawsuits. Nolo books and forms cover a wide range of issues - from what is legally required (or prohibited) in leasing, rental applications and other forms, to landlord-tenant rights and responsibilities when it comes to repairs, tenant privacy, late rent, deposit, roommates, pets, broken leases and
evictions. Want more details? Check out the content, form list, and sample chapter for the titles listed here. Looking for a lease or lease? See Nolo's general and state leases. Go to the headerField to the main contentPents to the bottom, If you are thinking about buying a rental house, then today's history will be of
particular interest, since this is advice from a tenant on how to be a better landlord. Motion Graphic artist Andrew Benninghoff, 34, and his two roommates live in North Hollywood, Calif., renting out a lovely 2,500-square-foot home from one of his clients who grew up in the house and later inherited it from his parents.
After hearing for years about the respect and care these tenants have for the property, I asked my client to connect me to them and this story is a result. Your customers were amazing landlords! was the first thing Benninghoff told me. They go an extra mile to take care of the immediate problem-solving. And this is such
an important quality that a good landlord should have: a desire to do more than just the minimum. I've been hiring for 13 years, from seven different landlords, none like these people. We had a rodent problem, but when the first pest control company did not do its job, they immediately found another one that did. In my
experience, few landlords would make efforts to fix a problem as quickly as they did, or continue to check themselves so often that they observe until it is resolved, he said. The dynamics of the landlord /tenant is a really special legal relationship where property Hundreds of thousands of dollars is entrusted to tenants who
have the ability to protect it or destroy it. In law practice, practice, I met wealthy landlords who own several apartments but seem unable to think: These people just want to live their lives in comfortable, properly maintained housing, and I have a legal obligation to fix what's wrong right away. And if I do, they'il become my
best tenants. Instead, tenants are nothing but money cows for this money-obsessed landlords who openly wonder: Why can't I find good tenants? Benninghoff sees a good landlord as, Want happy tenants living in the rental, and should radiate a positive, friendly and helpful attitude to tenants. When you're honest and
show that you care about their well-being, tenants think: I've never had such a good landlord. I'il rent on time! In a perfect world, if there is a problem in the rental block, the tenant will call the owner or manager of the property and the issue will be dealt with in due course. But this does not always happen, and part of the
reason is that tenants are often afraid of rocking the boat - a complaint - for fear of being evicted on habituation issues, even though it is illegal. Benninghoff has a recommendation for tenants and landlords, as when one of these situations arises: If the landlord is unaware of the problem, it cannot be determined. The
tenant must take the initiative to draw attention to the issue. Countless people will simply sit on it until it becomes unbearable, instead of acting faster. If this is something serious, such as heating or plumbing, keep ringing every few hours until you get the right person on the line! Don't be ashamed! Remember, laziness
spells a spell on both sides. If you ask a lawyer who deals with the landlord/tenant, it matters what drives them crazy, you'll probably hear: Clients who say: It was late on Friday, these people just showed up at my house, there was a lot of money for deposits, and since the rent was free for two months, I let them move
right then and there. But it's been months and they refuse to make any rent payments! What am I supposed to do? Especially in a city like Los Angeles, Beninhoff notes, where there are scales and fake phones everywhere, sizing a person up can be very difficult. You can have a great conversation, find the person
charismatic and have a positive impression only later to find out that they are lazy when it comes to actually doing something, like paying the rent! So, my advice for novice landlords is to realize that you are in business and need to protect your investments. Check out anyone who wants to rent from you and don't get
blinded by the color of the money, allowing really awful tenants to occupy the property. And his final advice to the landowners? Are you ready? invest in the time it takes? Becoming a competent landlord takes more time and dedication than people initially think. I I never wants a landlord who thinks the job will be easy
and will not require much effort. This article was written by and presents the opinion of our adviser, not Kiplinger's editorial team. You can check the consultants' reports with CSR or FINRA. Lawyer, author of you and the IRS law leaves business owners who have taken PPPs into tax creditsWhat can be deducted
business owners of companies that have covered with loans from the Payment Protection Program? Lawmakers who wrote the law say yes, they ... December 18, 20207 Top Bitcoin, Cryptocurrency and Blockchain StocksIf you want exposure to Bitcoin, cryptocurrencies and blockchain technologies in your brokerage
account, your options are limited ... but I'm still appealing... December 16, 2020 Perth for the upcoming 2020 and 2021Kiplinger investing OutlookThe most exciting PRO expected for the rest of 2020 and in 2021 from a popular home rental app to a pet retailer by an old guard. December 14, 2020Tax changes and key
amounts for the 2020 Tax Yeartax ActAmericans face a long list of tax changes for the 2020 tax year. Meet them now to be ready when it's time to file your 2020 tax bill... December 18, 2020Ying your financial adviser wants to retire, TooFinancial AdvisersAs the wealth management industry faces a wave of retirement,
it's time to consider whether your adviser has an inheritance plan - and what... December 10, 20201 Superfoods to boost productivity at workbusinessCo you are facing hectic working hours, it may be too easy to make some less healthy food choices between attending meetings, checking email ... December 9, 20203
States with property taxes or inherite TaxesretirementEven with the federal death tax exemption, retirees should pay more attention to property taxes and inheritance taxes collected by states. 8 December 2020 2020
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